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    Starting deposit

	
    220+
    Products
 to trade

	
    0.0
    Spread from^

	
    30:1
    Maximum leverage*

	
    ASIC
    Regulated
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                The edge for 60,000+ traders in 100+ countries

            
            
                	Ultra-competitive pricing, unbeatable value
	High-performance, innovative trading technology
	Lightning-fast execution, rock-solid platform
	Tight spreads, high liquidity, flexible leverage


                	Award-winning 24/5 customer service
	Free education to sharpen your skills
	Self-service portal + multilingual support
	Fully licensed and regulated since 2007
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                    Powerful platforms.  You at the Controls.

                	Industry-standard MT4
	A suite of trading resources
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            A world of opportunity
        

            
                Ultra-competitive pricing and fairer charges, so more of your money is invested in the markets. 
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                    Committed to your long-term success

                Fundamental tools, training resources, trading education and expert coaching to help you continuously improve. 
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                        24/5 award-winning service.
100% committed to you.

                    We are proud of our global, award-winning** service built on transparency, reliability and excellent customer service
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                    A winning partnership

                We're proud to be Official Online Trading Partner of Manchester City Football Club.
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        Shares 

        
        Largest and most valuable companies in the world for 2024

        
        
Milan Cutkovic        

        
        
            The top 10 largest and most valuable companies in the world by market capitalization, number of employees, revenue, earnings, and assets.
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        Strongest and most valuable currencies in the world for 2024

        
        
Milan Cutkovic        

        
        
            Learn about the top 10 strongest and most valuable currencies in the world and how they are valued against the world's reserve currency, the U.S. dollar.
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        What is proprietary trading and how does it work?
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            Learn everything you need to know about proprietary trading, prop traders, prop trading firms, and how the world of prop trading works in general.
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        What is stock trading and how to trade stocks?
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            What is a stock, the stock market, stock trading, and how can you trade stocks? Learn everything you need to know about stock trading in this guide.
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                Ready to trade your edge?

                            
                    Start trading with a global, award-winning broker.
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            Axi is a brand name of AxiCorp Financial Services Pty Ltd (ACN 127 606 348 and NZBN 9429042567608) (Axi). Axi holds an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL number 318232) and a New Zealand Derivatives Issuer Licence (NZ FSP 518226).

Investing in over-the-counter derivatives carries significant risks and is not suitable for all investors. You could lose your initial investment. Retail Clients of Australia and New Zealand are given the added protection of negative balance protection. This means that you cannot lose more than the amount of money invested with us. Investing in CFDs does not provide any entitlement, right or obligation to the underlying financial asset.

Information contained on this website is of a general nature only. Axi does not consider your financial objectives or personal circumstances. Axi recommends that you seek independent advice.

All services are provided on an execution-only basis and no communication should be construed as a recommendation or opinion to buy, hold or sell any of the financial products issued by Axi.

A Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), Financial Services Guide (FSG) and Target Market Deteminations (TMDs) are available at our website or can be obtained free of charge by calling AxiCorp on 1300 888 936 (+61 2 9965 5830) or New Zealand 0800 480 404. The PDS, FSG and TMDs and should be reviewed prior to opening an account with Axi and deciding whether to acquire, hold or dispose of Axi's financial products.

The New Zealand Product Disclosure Statement and relevant supplementary documents issued by AxiCorp Financial Services Pty Limited (Axi) under the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 have been lodged on the New Zealand Disclose Register. You can obtain copies of these documents from the New Zealand Disclose Register, or here.

The information on this website is intended for Australian and New Zealand residents only.

        

    


    










    


    

    
        
            

        
    


    
        
            

        
    





    

    

    

    


    


    


    

    

    
